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 ABSTRACT 
 
Expert system is one of the important Artificial Intelligence  application. The design  of  
the web based expert system for Islamic inheritance laws  are different from conventional  
computer programs as they can solve problems by mimicking human reasoning, relying 
on logic, belief , rules of thumb, opinion and experience in Faraid. This thesis discusses 
web based expert system for Islamic inheritance law for all Muslims, and identify the 
rules of wealth distribution as stated in the Quran through a knowledge acquisition  
process with an expert  in Faraid.  
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                                                           CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
1.1 Overview  
 
Starting with the development of expert systems in the early seventies, and also 
computer software, scientists always seek to resolve problems through intelligent 
programmes (Donald, 1986). Expert system is one of the important application 
oriented branches of artificial intelligence. In the beginning, expert system 
development  is in health and business application . In this study, the area selected is 
application of expert system for Islamic inheritance laws, relying on rules, from               
(Al-Quran ) and  four schools of thought (Almathaheb) where   Inheritance  is one of 
the most important branches of Islamic family related  to mirath. In legal terminology 
means, inheritance is to be divided from the property of the deceased among his 
successors. In order to understand mirath, it is important to understand the sources of 
Islamic law, an expression which is often used interchangeably with Syariah Law, 
Hukum Syara or the Syariah. The Syariah is revealed through the Holy Qur'an and the 
Traditions (Sunnah) of Prophet Muhammad (s.aw). The Islamic Law of inheritance, is 
designed to serve and its natural and practical approach have also been widely 
admired by Muslim and non-Muslim scholars alike. Islamic Law of inheritance, in its 
present form is a fixed scientific and beautifully harmonious system.  In Islamic legal 
philosophy the rules of inheritance propound the ideal way for the deceased to fulfil 
his duty to his surviving relatives and members of the family. The issue of inheritance 
is of fundamental importance. If it is applied correctly all heirs receive their just and 
legitimate shares resulting in clean-heartedness, happiness and barkat (blessings). 
 
The Islamic Law of Inheritance, is the most important branch of Shariah               
(Islamic Law) by providing rigid and clear-cut-rules of inheritance. In Sura al-Nisa               
(Al-Quran). 
 
 
The contents of 
the thesis is for 
internal user 
only 
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